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Even as the daily
consumption of 460
MW capacity TTPS
is 9500 Metric Ton,
while during July it
received on an aver-

coal to TSTPS as
daily requirement of
coal is 60,000 MT.
Lingaraj and
Kaniha coal mines
are linked for supply

likely to plunge into
darkness unless situation improves.
Flustered with
the enormity of the
crisis, the State Government has urged
the Union Ministry
of Coal (MoC) to intervene in the matter
without further delay, said sources in
Department of Energy (DoE).
Odisha is drawing 1020 MW power
daily from the two
plants of NTPC in
Talcher and both the
power producing
units are experiencing acute short sup-

cated for the State,
Odisha is drawing its
share of 560 MW
from 3000 MW capacity Talcher Super
thermal Power Station (TSTPS).
In the process,
Odisha is drawing
1020 MW daily to
meet its fast growing
requirement of 4000
MW at peak hours.
Both the power
plants are run by
NTPC and authorities are worried over
short supply of coal
from the coalfields
of
Mahanadi
Coalfields Limited
(MCL).

age 7812 MT, in August the volume
came down to 5900
MT.
As a result the
stock has been consumed and situation
is now quite alarming, said sources familiar with the development.
Chief Secretary
AP Padhi has taken
up the matter with
MCL and has pressed
for improving coal
supply, so as to ensure daily dispatch
of 12,000 MT of
coal to TTPS.
Mr.Padhi also
took up the supply of

of coal to TSTPS.
Daily supply of
coal at the moment
is only around
46,000 MT, as a result stock is fast depleting and situation
is turning extremely
distressing.
Mr.Padhi has
asked MCL authorities to supply
65,000 MT daily to
TSTPS to tide over
the critical situation
due to short supply.
However, situation has not been improving and both the
major power plants
of the State are facing acute shortage of

coal.
Looking at the
worsening situation,
State Government
has brought to the
notice of Ministry of
Coal in this regard.
If coal supply is
not augmented urgently the generation
from both the power
stations will come
down to a great extent and it will seriously affect supply
of power to the
State.
Recently, during
the visit of the Chairman Coal India Limited (CIL) it was
brought to his notice
and authorities have
also intimated Union
Secretary Coal in
this regard.
While
both
power and coal are
under the same Minister, the issue of
supply of coal is expected to be sorted
out by the Union
Minister himself as
both the Central
PSUs are under him.
Now, Piyush
Goyal is the Union
Minister Power,
Coal, Mines and
New & Renewable
Energy.
The Union Minister should realize
the urgency and
make efforts to resolve the crisis, feel
senior officials of
the State Government.

Bhubaneswar(KCN): Governing
BJD today geared itself up for its second
phase ‘Hartal’ from 1
October in seven
districts of the State
to protest construction of Polavaram

exempted educational institutions
where examinations
are being held, ambulances and passengers trains from the
purview of the hartal,
Mr.Deb told Media.
The Apex Court

Dam project by the
Andhra Pradesh Government even as the
Supreme
Court
served notices on
the Union Government and Andhra
Pradesh Government to reply within
four weeks.
Pratap Kesari
Deb, BJD Spokesperson announced
here that the agitation will be peaceful
during which movement of trucks and
goods trains will be
stopped for four
hours.
However, it has

direction came during the hearing of a
plea of the Odisha
Government challenging a section of
the Andhra Pradesh
Reorganisation Act
under
which
Polavaram Project
was declared as a
National Project.
The Party had
three days ago expressed its resolve to
go ahead with the program as the Andhra
Pradesh Chief Minister
N Chandrababu Naidu
directed his officials to
expedite the Indira
Sagar Dam project in
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Panigrahi; new NABARD chief
Bhubaneswar (KCHe has vast expe- porate Office in
N): K C Panigrahi has rience in various fields Mumbai.
taken over as head of of NABARD’s funcHe is considered to
be a very capable and
efficient Officer.
A Post Graduate in
Commerce from Utkal
University, Dr.Panigrahi
has completed CAIIB
from the Indian Institute
of Bankers.
And he has also
done Ph.D. in Cooperative Banking from
Utkal University.
He was born in Village Khandash in Jajpur
District of Odisha.
It is expected that
with the taking over as
Chief of NABARD in
the
State
by
Dr.Panigrahi, the implementation of various
development programs
of NABARD in Odisha
will be further strengthened. Apart from proNABARD in Odisha tioning.
viding financial assiswith effect from 1 OcBefore joining tance of over Rs.10,000
tober.
Odisha Regional Office Crore to the State durDr.Panigrahi will he has worked in vari- ing
the
fiscal,
be the Chief General ous positions in differ- NABARD is taking up
Manager
of ent States like Gujarat, various agricultural and
NABARD’s Odisha Assam, Jharkhand and rural infrastructure
Regional Office.
also in the Bank’s Cor- projects in the State.

his State after sanction
of Rs 900 crore from
National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Dev e l o p m e n t
(NABARD).
The party will
stage demonstrations in
front of the Collector’s
office in Kandhmal,
Ganjam, Rayagada,
Gajapati, Malkangiri,
Koraput
and
Nabarangpur districts.
They said allowing
the construction was
grossly unjust and will
hamper the interest of
the State and the party
can under no circumstances allow its construction. It has termed
the approval to the
project by Centre as
‘anti-Odisha’ move and
demanded cancellation
of the environmental
clearances given to the
project by violating
norms.
Even though the
matter is Sub Judice in
Supreme Court, the
project work is in
progress by the Andhra
Pradesh Government.
Most of the regions in
the southern part of the
State especially 15 revenue villages and 10
hamlets under Motu
Tehsil in Malkangiri district will be submerged
due to the project , said
Mr.Deb.
A Total 8,818
people including 5,916
tribals of 25 villages will
be displaced and 7,656
hectare cultivating and
forest land will be submerged, it claims.
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ply of coal.
While entire
generation of 460
MW from Talcher
Thermal Power Station (TTPS) is dedi-
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Bhubaneswar (K
CN): With supply of
coal slowing down
worryingly for the
power plants of
NTPC, Odisha is

BJP to follow
BJD protest path
BHUBANESWAR(KCN): Even as
BJD will observe
hartal in all seven
southern districts
over the Polavaram
dam project on Saturday, the BJP on
Friday announced
that it will launch
‘satyagraha’ at all
sub-divisional headquarters of Odisha
against the all-round
failure of the State
Government on October 2.
The BJD Government has brought
‘shame’ for Odisha,
State general secretary
of
BJP
Pruthviraj Harichandan said while
announcing
the
party’s State-wide
agitation
programme. The BJD is
launching agitation
on different issues
only to cover up the
failures of the State
Government, Harichandan said and

added that the ruling
party has failed to
fulfil promises made
during 2014 election.
Referring to the
BJD’s claim that 10
lakh pucca houses
have been constructed during the
last three years,
Harichandan said
only three lakh have
been constructed out
of which 2.5 lakh
houses are under different
Central
schemes.
Harichandan
said Chief Minister
Naveen
Patnaik
claims to have created irrigation facilities for three lakh
hectare (ha) land
during the last two
years, but he has admitted in the Assembly that irrigation has
been provided to
only 50,000 ha since
2000.
Pointing towards See page -7
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Odisha to face power crisis BJD on hartal mode

Entertainment
CLASSIFIED
CAUTION

Readers are advised to make appropriate
enquiries while responding to advertisements in
these columns. The Kalinga chronicle publication
does not vouch for any claims made by the
Advertisers. The Printer, Publisher, Editor and
Owner of The Kalinga Chronicle Publications shall
not be held responsible / liable for any consequences,
in case such claims are found to be false.

AUTOMOBILE

REAL ESTATE

SALE

SALE
Flats
ready
for
possession
before
Rathayatra at Puri near
Seabeach for sale.
Contact : 9861078308
Residential plots at
Pahala close to NH-5
and near Pata Railway
Station, Bhubaneswar for
immediate sale.
Contact : 0674-2556733
Residential plots at

Kawasik
Bajaj
in tiptop condition
for sale
Contact : 2555326
PURCHASE
Required a Marshal/
Commandor / Bolero in
good condition. Contact
2555763

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT TARIFF

Classified advertisements are released daily.
The normal classified advertisement is charged
@ Rs. 5/- per word upto maximum number
of 50 words. Any extra word will be Rs. 8/per word. The minimum charges for any
classified advertisement is Rs. 100/-. The
options for bold lettering and outlining are
also available and are charged @ 7/- and
10/- per word respectively.Extra charges for
photographs Rs.100/-.For Box No. Rs. 100/HIRE
For hiring of Car / Jeep
/ Bus on monthly basis.
Contact : 2555763
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Houston:
Actor
Anupam Kher has
reached yet another
milestone in his illustrious acting career by signing up
another Hollywood
film "The Big Sick",
which happens to be
his 500th film.The
61-year-old actor,
who started his career 32 years back
with award winning
movie "Saaransh",
will be sharing
screen space with
Hollywood actors
Holly Hunter, Zoe
Kazan, Ray Romano,
Kumail Nanjiani and
Adeel Akhtar among

others.Judd Apatow
is producing the
film?based
off
Nanjiani
and
Gordon's own relationship as a Pakistani-born man and a
American woman.

NEW DELHI: The poster of actress Sonakshi Sinha's upcoming action film Akira is
out.The poster doesn't have a
lot of Sonakshi but it does
have a catchy tag line - No
one will be forgiven. Add to
that Sonakshi's blazing glare
and it's sure to give you
goosebumps.Akira is an action film directed by A R
Murugadoss. "I felt that I
could pull off or carry it
off and also look convincing while doing
this action," Sonakshi,
who will perform high
octane martial arts
stunts in the film, told
news agency in an
interview.Akira, releasing on September 2, is
also Murugadoss and
Sonakshi's second collaboration after Holiday:
A Soldier is Never Off
Duty,
co-starring
Akshay Kumar.After
Akira, Sonakshi Sinha,
29, will be seen in Vipul
Amrutlal Shah's Force 2
also starring John
Abraham and Tahir Raj
Bhasin.Action genre
aside, Sonakshi has
also signed up for
Sunhil Sippy's Noor,
based on Saba Imtiaz's
2014 crime novel
Karachi, You're Killing Me!.

PURCHASE

Saving 10,000/- for high
return, extra earn and
Foreign trip opportunity,
9238904001.
Independent business
work from home, training in Singapore,
9338014287.

Required Single / Double
/ Triple Storied North/East
facing building at Puri .
Contact: 9437143483

TOURS & TRAVELS
MATRIMONIAL

BRIDE WANTED
Wanted bride for
Khandayat Boy, 37plus,
Caste no bar, 06742555763
GROOM WANTED
Wanted Groom any
service / business family
for a Bramhin Girl.
Contact: 2555226

We provide luxury coach
buses (16,25,32,41,52
seater) for Picnic,
Excursion, Marriage.
Maa Santoshi Travels,
Contact : 9861079437
For Luxry Passanger
vehicle, Contact :
Sagasity Tours & Travels,
Acharya
Vihar,
Bhubaneswar,
Ph. 2540219

WANTED

Required Driver/Peon/
Attendant/ Aya

Please Contact-8984600400

ACCOMMODATION
WANTED
Required double/Single/ Multi
storied Bungalow type North or
East Facing Independent building At- Nayapalli, Jayadev Vihar,
V.S.S. Nagar, Mancheswar,
Rasulgarh, Sailashree Vihar,
Niladri Vihar.

Please Contact- 8338870595

Kher is playing the
role of Kumail
Nanjiani's father.
Romano and Hunter
will be essaying
Kazan's character's
parents.Nanjiani is a
Pakistani-American

Sonakshi Sinha's Akira Poster is Out
and It
Looks
Interesting

Simplex / Duplex
building at BBSR
contact : 9437002509

ACCOMMODATION
WANTED
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Tiger Shroff and Shraddha Kapoor fail to make an impression

Gohira Chhak in front of
CV Raman Engineering
College beside NH-5,
near Tamando. Contact
: 9238691168

BUSINESS
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stand-up comedian,
actor and podcast
host married to Emily
V Gordon, an author,
comedy producer, and
former couples and
family therapist. The is
the booker and pro-

ducer of "The Meltdown with Jonah and
Kumail", a comedy
show that began airing
on Comedy Central in
July 2014. Barry
Mendel is also producing the project, which
is being financed by
FilmNation. Kher, who
is in New York these
days, told PTI over
phone about his 500th
movie."Doing 500
films in 32 years has
been an awesome journey. It shows the kind
of life I have had. I'm
happy that my 500th
landmark film is a Hollywood project. It's not
that if it was a Hindi

film, it would have not
been important. But I
have done a lot of work
in Hindi cinema, and
now I am looking at
newer avenues. It happened by chance that
this film worked out
around this time." Kher
shared a You Tube message by veteran Hollywood actor Robert De
Niro, congratulating
him on his 500th film.
"Congratulations for
finishing your 500th
film, it is an amazing
thing to do. In America
i have done 95 movies,
but doing 500 is incredible", said De
Niro.

It was conscious decision to not
stick to any image: Jimmy
MUMBAI: Actor
Jimmy Sheirgill has featured in a mixed bag of
romantic dramas as well
as intense dramas. He
says he made a conscious decision to have
a variety of roles so that
he avoids being bracketed in an image.Jimmy
told: "When I started off
with 'Mohabbatein', after a few films I realised
that somehow I was getting stuck with the
chocolate boy image. So
I felt I needed to start at
now choosing some interesting roles with some
intensity.""I don't want to
get slotted into any one
image. That's the reason
I started doing films like

'Haasil', 'Munna Bhai
M.B.B.S.', 'Yahaan' and
'Tanu Weds Manu'.It
was a conscious decision on my part. Today
also, I am doing a lot of

films, but the films I
choose are with different stories," he added.
The actor is busy promoting his film
"Shorgul".Talking about
the film, he said:

"'Shorgul' is a love story
set in the backdrop of
politics. There is the big
question whether politics
and religion is above
humanity.My character in
the film is about a young
politician and I have not
done something like this
before. It's a character
with grey shades."
Co-directed by Jitendra
Tiwari and P. Singh and
co-produced
by
Swatantra Vijay Singh
and Vyas Verma, the film
stars Jimmy Sheirgill,
Ashutosh Rana, Sanjay
Suri, Narendra Jha,
Hiten Tejwani, Eijaz
Khan, Suha Gezen,
Anirudh Dave and
Deepraj Rana.

Abrams to make TV drama
about MJ's final months
LOS ANGELES:
"Star Wars" filmmaker
JJ Abrams is developing a new drama
chronicling the final
months of King of
Pop
Michael
Jackson's life.Abrams
and his partners at
production company
Bad Robot have

teamed up with author, activist and US
b r o a d c a s t e r Ta v i s
Smiley to adapt his
upcoming biography
"Before You Judge
Me", reported.Abrams
and Smiley will serve as
executive producers for
the event series, though
no network has picked

up
the
drama
yet.Smiley and the Bad
Robot partners last
worked together on
the 2015 adaptation
of Smiley's Martin
Luther King, Jr book
"Death of a King: The
Real Story of Dr Martin Luther King, Jr's
Final Year.

International Social Worker Mark Furlong Ties the knot in
AMOFOI with Basundhara Tripathy, his Indian Beloved
Bhubaneswar (KCN):
The World would be a
much better place to
live in if young men
and women are given
the social freedom to
choose their respective life-partners out of
love, not out of any
other considerations of
Caste, Creed or Nationality. Mr Mark Furlong
(33), a master degree
holder in “International Development
and
Humanitarian
Work” who works as
project co-ordinator of
“Concern Worldwide”,
Dublin, Ireland was
having deep love affairs since 14 th Feb.

2014

with

Ms

Basundhara Tripathy

(27), MSc. in Social
Anthropology, Asst.
Prof. in University of
Liberal
Arts,
Bangaladesh, Dhaka.
The lovers chose to
have their unconventional dowryless International love Marriage
in the Social Reform
Organisation “AMOFOI” (Anti-caste Marriage & One-child
Family Organisation of
India). They, accordingly,
reached
AMOFOI,
Bhubaneswar on 28 th
Sept., 2016 and they
tied the knot and exchanged garlands
with Madam Swapna

Bijayini chairing the
whole function. This
Godless
Secular
Priestless love marriage function was attended to, among others, by Bride’s mother
Mrs. Biyot Projna
Tripathy and two of her
close relations: Mrs
Saroj Nalini Parida &
Mr Bigyan Bhusan
Nanda. All of them
have signed the
AMOFOI,
Bhubaneswar Love Marriage Register as key
witnesses.
Mr B. Ramchandra CST Voltaire,
Founder-Secretary of
AMOFOI, administered

the oath of marriage to
the couple who have
taken the pledge to go
in for One-child Family
for the betterment of
the World so as to save
it from Global Warming. While thanking the
couple Basundhara
Tripathy and Mrak Furlong, Mr Voltaire expressed the hope that
with more such International Marriages
mankind would move
towards World Government that would surely
ensure Global Peace
and Human Dignity
and Prosperity to each
and every Human being.
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Government readies
contingency plan for coal supply
NEW DELHI (KCN): In a move to
overcome
the
hurdles caused due
to excessive rains,
the government on
Friday said that contingency plans has
been drawn up to
ease dispatch of coal
supply to NTPC’s
thermal
power
plants, including
Rihand
and
Vindhayachal.
The government
has also drawn up
contingency plan for
coal based power
plants at Anpara and
Singrauli in the
Northern Coalfields
Ltd (NCL) area during the last few days,
an official statement
said.
“This unforeseen
natural calamity has
damaged roads, railway tracks and there
is waterlogging in
the open cast NCL
mines. This has af-

fected coal supply to states can get the a contingency plan to Open Bottom Rapid 2 Box ‘N’ railway
Anpara, Singrauli, supply from alter- overcome
the discharge (BOBR) rakes per day each
from BCCL, CCL
and ECL subsidiaries of CIL are also
being sent to
Rihand
and
Vindhayachal units
of NTPC as the
coal for these units
is diverted to the
Anpara
and
Singrauli TPS,” it
added.
The imported
coal stock lying at
the port is also being moved to the
Vi n d h a y a c h a l
NTPC units. These
pithead plants are
designed to receive
coal through MGR
Rihand
and nate sources and hurdles in coal sup- rakes in circuit for and therefore were
Vindhyachal thermal power exchanges, it ply to the thermal coal supply to facing difficulty in
power stations,” it added.
power plants receiv- Anpara and Singrauli unloading
coal
said.
The Sub Group ing coal from North- thermal power sta- through railway
C o n t i n g e n c y Monitoring Com- ern Coalfields Ltd tion (TPS) till the rakes. The coal supplan has already been mittee, reviewed the (NCL).
m e r r y - g o - r o u n d ply is expected to
implemented to en- coal supply situation
“It has directed (MGR) supplies to improve in the next
sure that the power which was affected to the concerned these plants are re- few days with the
supply is not af- due to excessive agencies to put 6 sumed,” it said.
weather conditions
fected. If required, rains and has issued numbers of Bogie
“In addition to it, improving.

DGH to quantify RIL's penalty in gas dispute, Government to receive amount
NEW DELHI (KCN): The Oil Ministry asked its technical arm, Directorate
General of Hydrocarbons (DGH), to
quantify the compensation Reliance
Industries has to pay
for drawing out natural gas belonging to
state-owned ONGC.
Oil
Minister
Dharmendra
Pradhan, who had
previously stated
that his ministry

would decide on the
issue by Septemberend, on Friday said
that “the DGH will
calculate the compensation within one
month.”

Ambani-run firm
should go to the government and not to
the state-owned
ONGC.
“We have accepted
Shah Commission’s
recommendations
entirely. Compensation has to be calculated. Whatever Shah
has recommended,
government has accepted that,” noted
Pradhan.

ducing and selling
gas migrated from
ONGC block is unjust enrichment,” the
report said, adding
that over 11 billion
cubic metres of gas
had flowed from the
ONGC block to
RIL’s fields between
April 1, 2009 and
March 31, 2015. Of
this, RIL has already
produced about nine
billion cubic metres.

The Justice A P Shah
Committee on the
issue of gas migrating from idling
ONGC blocks to
RIL’s producing gas
fields opined that the
compensation for
As much as 11.122
“unjust enrichment”
by the Mukesh “RIL’s action of pro- billion cubic metres

of ONGC gas had
migrated from its
Godavari-PML and
KG-DWN-98/2
blocks to adjoining
KG-D6 of RIL between April 1, 2009
and March 31, 2015.
At prevailing prices,
the gas was worth Rs
11,000 crore.
While ONGC’s reservoirs have almost
emptied, RIL continues to produce gas
from D1&D3 fields
in KG-D6 block,

some of it belonging
to ONGC.
The Shah Committee
in its report noted
and accepted the independent consultant D&M Report
findings that connectivity between the
reservoirs in KGDWN-98/3 (or KGD6) block of RIL and
ONGC’s KG-DWN98/2 and Godavari
PML blocks is established.

India's 'biggest' spectrum auction begins on Saturday morning
NEW DELHI (K- fray for a total of government.
The auction is 'other communicaance CommunicaMHz
CN): India's big- 2,354.55
The companies tions, Idea Cellu- central to the gov- tions services' -the bulk of which is
scheduled from the
fee paid for spectrum.
The auction
timings are from 9
a.m. to 7.30 p.m.,
Monday to Saturday.
The 2,300-plus
MHz of airwaves on
the block for
telecom operators
are in seven bands
-- 700 MHz, 800
MHz, 900 MHz,
1,800 MHz, 2,100
MHz, 2,300 MHz
and 2,500 MHz. In
the previous auction 470.75 MHz
gest auction of across seven bands, that are participat- lar, Aircel and Tata ernment realising was on offer, which
telecom spectrum towards which a ing in the auction Tele -- who have to- the revenue target is set to fetch the
kicked off on Satur- reserve price of Rs are Bharti Airtel, gether furnished a of Rs 98,994.93 exchequer $17 bilday morning with 5.66 lakh crore Vodafone India, Re- total
earnest crore that has been
lion during the tenseven operators in ($85 billion) has liance
Jio money of Rs 14,653 provided for in the
been fixed by the Infocomm, Reli- crore.
budget
against ure of licence.

Gold buying picks up ahead of
India's festive season, China holiday
BENGALURU/
MUMBAI (KCN): A
drop in gold prices
prompted consumers to
buy the precious metal,
ahead of festivals in India, the wedding season

"Jewellers are expecting higher demand
in rural areas due to
good monsoon. They
are stocking up for the
festive season," said a
Mumbai-based dealer

and China's long National Day holidays,
boosting demand in
Asia.
Gold prices have
lost nearly 1 percent this
week after the Democratic U.S. presidential
candidate Hillary
Clinton got the better of
Republican rival Donald
Trump in their first debate, denting the safehaven appeal of bullion
and bonds.
In India, discount
over the official domestic prices narrowed to
$10 an ounce, from $12
last week, in anticipation of consumer buying during the festival
season.
"Retail demand has
been improving due to
festivals. It is expected
to rise further in the
coming weeks as we
head towards the peak
festive season," said
Mukul Sonawala, proprietor of wholesaler
and retailer Narrondass
Manordass in Mumbai.
Demand for the
yellow metal usually
strengthens in the final
quarter as India, the
world's second-biggest
gold consumer, gears
up for the wedding season as well as festivals
such as Diwali and
Dussehra, when buying
gold is considered auspicious.

with a private-bank.
Two-thirds of
India's gold demand
comes from rural areas,
where jewellery is a traditional store of wealth.
This year, India's food
grain production is estimated to rise due to
good monsoon.
Premiums in top
consumer China stood
at $3 an ounce to the
spot benchmark.
China's peak season for gold demand
kicks off next week
with the National Day
holiday, lasting until Lunar New Year early
2017.
"There was some
good buying from the
Chinese ahead of the
holidays, and we need
to see if this holds next
week," said Ronald
Leung, chief dealer, Lee
Cheong Gold Dealers,
Hong Kong.
Hong Kong prices
were seen at a premium
of as much as 70 cents,
while premiums in
Singapore dipped to 60
cents from last week's
80 cents, due to lower
demand. Japanese
markets witnessed
good demand this week
as prices in terms of the
yen were low, a Tokyobased trader said.
Prices were flat to a discount of 5 cents in Tokyo.

From Page - 1
lack of development in Odisha, Harichandan
said 42 per cent of households do not have
electricity connection till now while only
two per cent get piped drinking water. Similarly, 85 per cent of rural households do not
have latrines, he said.
The deteriorating law and order situation, increasing crime against women, killing of five dalits and tribals at Gumudumaha
during an anti-Maoist operation, lack of
roads, health services and education in majority of villages also point towards to failure of the Government, Harichandan said.
On the other hand, BJD announced that
it will demonstrate in front of Central Government offices and stop goods train for
four hours during its 12-hour hartal in seven
Southern districts of Ganjam, Gajapati,
Malkangiri, Koraput, Nabarangpur, Rayagada
and Kandhamal on Saturday.
BJD spokesperson Pratap Jena announced that ambulance service, movement
of passenger trains and other emergency services will not be affected during the hartal.
Jena said district leaders and workers
of BJD have been asked to ensure that
school and college students appearing at examinations are not put to any difficulty because of the hartal.
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Outstanding bowling effort to check India's run-rate: Henry

KOLKATA (KCN):
Heaping praise on their
"outstanding" bowling
effort, New Zealand
pacer Matt Henry today said that the key
was to arrest India's run
rate on day one of the
second Test at the Eden
Gardens.
India's batting
line-up failed to recover
from the early blows
dealt by New Zealand's
concerted bowling effort and wobbled to
239 for seven on day

one of the second Test.
"The way we went
about our work today
was outstanding. We
knew we had to make
sure we controlled the
run-rate because it is
very tough in these conditions to take wickets,"
Henry, who was the top
wicket-taker for the
New Zealand with 3 for
35, told the post-match
news conference.
That the wicket
was under cover for a
long time gave New

www.thekalingachronicle.com

Zealand a slight advantage after India skipper
Virat Kohli opted to bat
upon winning the toss.
"We knew it was
important with the new
ball to take advantage
of it because the wicket
had been under covers
for a long time. So that
was going to be a crucial part of the game.
"Obviously coming over here you probably don't expect conditions like that at the

start of the day, so we
knew we had to make
the most of that, especially being put in with
the ball. It was always
going to be tough work
through that middle period when it would become a good surface,"
he explained.
"We had to find
ways to put pressure on
when we weren't taking
wickets and as a bowling group that is a box
we ticked today," the
24-year-old said.
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A disciplined New
Zealand impressed on
a hot and humid day,
with only Cheteshwar
Pujara (87) and Ajinkya
Rahane (77) spending
some time in the
middle. Henry said the
key would be to maintain the tight bowling
partnerships tomorrow
as well.
"We have to make
sure that we create
pressure by building
dots. Our spinners were
outstanding today.
Jeetan (Patel) and
(Mitchell) Santer were
fantastic in allowing us
to build a lot of pressure
and that manifested to
what happened at the
end of the day. That first
hour tomorrow is crucial.
"We just have to
keep applying our work
and still be patient and
do our jobs. It is going
to be an important session for how the game
unfolds," said Henry.
The Kiwis had a
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fine start as they
knocked off three top
batsmen by the first 50
minutes including Kohli,
whose rare lean patch
continued as he got out
to a reckless shot way
outside the offstump.
Asked about the
plan to get the best Indian batsman out,
Henry said: "He is obviously a world-class
player and you have to
very patient with those
kind of guys. Every
bowler has an individual
plan of how he will skin
the cat and the way
Boult bowled to him
was fantastic and he
eventually got the result.
"It was important
to make them play. It
wasn't really rocket science. It's the same thing
at home, new ball offering a bit of bounce
you've got to make sure
if you miss you miss full
so we are getting them
driving and hitting in the
areas we want them to
hit."

Henry, however,
acknowledged that in
the second session
Pujara and Rahane batted with resolve and
steadied the ship.
"They batted really well and were really composed throughout the entire middle
period (of the day). We
knew if we could hold
the runs, the wickets
would come eventually.
"It was really hot
and tested us a lot mentally and physically. Alot
of the guys we knew
we weren't far off and
if we put a couple of
wickets on that
scoreboard it would put
on an interesting situation for the new ball
(later on)."
Patel, who came in
as a replacement for injured Mark Craig,
made his presence felt
in the final session as the
Kiwis took four more
wickets in their most
productive session.
This was Patel's
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first Test since January
2013 as he was flown
in from England, where
the
36-year-old
offspinner was the leading wicket taker for
Warwickshire with 69
scalps.
"It is a tough ask
coming in from England
and only having a
couple of days to prepare. He's obviously
got a lot of experience
and was outstanding.
He brought a lot of energy in the field and experience and confidence.
"I thought the way
he played today was
exceptional, the way
both spinners played in
tandem. They showed
a lot of control and created pressure through
those tough periods
where it was really hot
and important we could
control that run-rate
because we had to
keep that squeeze on."
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Indian cricketer Ravichandran Ashwin, second left, celebrates after claiming the
wicket of New Zealand's Ish Sodhi, second right, on the fifth day of their first cricket
test match at Green Park Stadium in Kanpur, India, Monday, Sept. 26, 2016.
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